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The present paper is an attempt to elaborate upon usage information in learner’s
dictionaries, both monolingual and E-C bilingual, with an emphasis on technical
aspects of the problem, so that future E-C learner’s dictionaries will be better
equipped with usage information. The author has made an effort to accomplish
three tasks:
1.to study usage labels and usage notes in English monolingual learner’s
dictionaries edited by native lexicographers;
2.to study usage information in existing E-C learner’s dictionaries compiled by
Chinese editors, especially to see their merits and weaknesses;
3.to put forward tentative suggestions as to how to improve usage information in
E-C learner’s dictionaries.
I. Usage labels and usage notes in English monolingual learner’s dictionaries
In semantics, linguists have found various types of meanings for lexical units.
Generally speaking, an item may carry one or more of the following meanings:







What is entered in dictionary definitions is conceptual meanings of words.
Meanings b), c), d), and e) are offered in some other parts of an entry, in the form
of usage labels or usage notes. To assist the  learner in comprehension and
production of English discourses, a responsible lexicographer must try his best to














In English lexicographical tradition, there are two attitudes towards usage: one is
the prescriptive attitude, which distinguishes between good and bad usage and
advocates the indication of usages preferred by the lexicographer in dictionaries;
the other is the descriptive attitude which favours faithful description of usage as
they are in real discourses. The present author proposes that Chinese E-C
learner’s dictionary editors abandon both extremes and adopt a middle-of-the-
road position towards usage; that is, they should tell the learner what the actual
usage is and , when there are disputes about a particular usage, what their
recommended usage is.
Usage labels, which refer to abbreviated forms of words that indicate the above
mentioned b),c), d), and e) meanings of words (hereinafter referred to as
additional meanings in this paper), or to put it in aother way, restrictions on use of
words. They may be grouped, roughly, into the following types:
1)Temporal labels that show if an item is in general use in current English or how
often  it is used,
eg. obs (obsolete), arch (archaic), old-fash (old-fashioned), old use, rare
2)Regional labels that indicate the particular area where a given lexical item is
mostly used,
eg. AustrE (Australian English), SafrE(South African English) Chiefly Scot (Chiefly
Scotish)
3)Speech level labels that show if a word is generally used by majority of
educated speakers in an area,
eg. Substand (substandard), Nonstand (nonstandard)
4)Register or style labels that show the degree or levels of formality of language,
eg. fml (formal),infml(informal), sl(slang)
5)Field-subject labels that show the particular field of activity or type writing a













eg. med(medical term), law(legal term), lit(literay term)
6)Attitude labels that indicate particular attitudes of the speaker,
eg. apprec(appreciative), euph(euphemistic), joc(jocular)
7)Miscellaneous labels that cannot be put into the  above types,
eg. Taboo, tdmk
Disagreement in labeling the same item by different dictionaries should not be
considered as inconsistency. In fact, consistency is achieved in a dictionary if
uniform cuiteria are applied throughout the dictionary. What is more, usage labels
in a single dictionary should not be regarded as permanent guides to usage.
Usage notes must be devised when the additional meanings of words can not be
incorporated in the traditional entry by usage labels. Usage notes in LDOCE2 are
“those little paragraphs at the end of dictionary entries.” They usually perform one
or more of the following functions:
(a)to warn the user of the listener’s or reader’s attitudes towards the use of words,
especially towards racist or sexist talks;
(b)to caution the learner on the pragmatic use of expressions;
(c)to explain the differences between words of the same set;
(d)to direct the user in difficult points of grammar;
(e)to guide the user in style;
(f)to remind the user of important British and American differences;
(g)to discuss disputed usages.
The space limit of dictionaries requires that lexicographers find space-saving
devices. To create concise and informative usage notes, the lexicographer may
take three measures:
1)Substitute unnecessarily long comments with shorter labels;
2)Reorganize overlapping usage notes;














II. Treatment of usage information in existing E-C learner’s dictionaries
Usage information is of great importance to both native speakers and foreign
learners of English. In the United States, the average user cares much about
usage because ungrammatical or inappropriate use of words may have negative
influence over his social or economical upward movement. This is also why usage
books are popular in the US.
Foreign learners of English, because of their limited familiarity with the English
language, need to pay due attention to usage as well. However, the native and
the learner differ in their special needs for usage information. The native’s interest
in usage is mainly over disputed areas; by contrast, the learner may be attracted
by those parts of usage that are mot disputed at all------the plurality of news, when
to use the, for instance. Without taking the special needs of the learner into
consideration, the E-C learner’s dictionary will not secure a success.
It is quite regrettable that, in existing E-C learner’s dictionaries, there are still
defects to be picked. Chinese lexicographers usually classify usage labels into
three kinds:(which may be roughly translated as subject-field labels, etymology
labels, and rhetoric labels respectively). In the subject-field labels, there exist
some labels, some dictionaries use English to label words while others choose
Chinese; in the rhetoric labels, some dictionaries use more of such labels than
others. In all three categories of labels, there exist two obvious defects:
(a)inaccurate definitions of usage labels in the front matter;
(b)poor quality of design.
Usage notes are not incorporated in E-C learner’s dictionaries as often as usage
labels. In China, only the  line of dictionaries has made any efforts, and its latest
descendant, has its usage notes fulfilling one or more of the following tasks:
(a)to discriminate synonyms;
(b)to point out the differences between British English and American English;













(d)to warn the learner of associations of words;
(e)to elaborate upon the collocations of words.
III. Tentative suggestions to improve usage information in E-C learner’s
dictionaries
For usage labels, the Chinese editor must be very selective as to which labels to
be adopted and then set then to do two pieces of work:
(1)to decide what language to be used in labeling words;
(2)to prepare clear illustrations of the significations for the labels.
The present author strongly advocates the use Chinese in subject-field labels and
English in the other two categories of labels in that the use of original English
labels will not suffer from any distortion of meaning, and that the Chinese learner
can be trained to accept the use of English labels.
The etymology labels include regional labels and labels showing languages of
origin. The significations of these labels need further clarification, too. In the
present author’s opinion, Chinese editors should make a point of selecting as
headwords those that enjoy international popularity and, as a consequence, use
labels for the two main varieties of English, that is, American English and British
English in their broader of universal headwords, if any.
As for the rhetoric labels to be used in E-C learner’s dictionaries, the present
writer recommends the following ones:
As for the rhetoric labels to be used in E-C learner’s dictionaries, the present
writer recommends the following one:
(a)Temporal labels: arch, obs, rare
(b)Speech level labels: nonstand taboo
(c)Register or styels labels: infml, sl, vulgar
(d)Attitude labels; derog, appre, euph, humor, pomp
(e)Others: to be decided on according to the editor’s own analysis













still need add to the  stock of usage information the following kinds of notes:
(a)English words that do not share the same associations with their Chinese
equivalents;
(b)Grammar points easily confused because of different language habits;
(c)Pragmatic information
The present author believes, with the combined efforts of editors and learners, the
art of E-C dictionary compilation can be brought to the acme of perfection.
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